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ABSTRACT
Reactions to the position of a new target stimulus are slower when it appears at a 
former distractor-occupied, rather than a new, location (i.e., spatial negative priming 
[SNP] effect). The SNP effect represents maladaptive processing. Accordingly, its 
observed prevention pursuant to certain motivational factors is helpful, although the 
disengagement mechanism is undefined. Here, we tested the possibility that SNP 
prevention is achieved by blocking a response-based retrieval route that normally 
accesses stored response inhibition information that causes SNP. We incorporated 
many: 1 location-response mappings into a traditional SNP design, which allowed the use 
of an earlier (inhibited) distractor response but not its location (distractor-response repeat 
[DRR] trial). Uncued, latency for the DRR trials exceeded those of control trials, 
signifying the presence of a response-based retrieval route. When the DRR was validly 
cued, this latency difference was eliminated, indicating that this route had been blocked 
as a means of disengagement.
KEYWORDS: Disengagement, Spatial Negative Priming, Many:l Mapping, Cued Trials.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Spatial Negative Priming Effect (SNP): Slower reaction times (RT) when responding to a 
target stimulus that arises at a location previously occupied by a distractor event (ignored- 
repetition [IR] trial) than when it appears at a recently unused location (control [CO]).
Ignored Repetition (IR): A probe trial target stimulus that arises at a location previously 
occupied by a distractor event on the prime trial.
Distractor-response Repeat (DRR): A probe target stimulus that appears at a new (unused) 
location, but requires the use of the former prime distractor response.
Target Repeat (TR): A probe trial target stimulus that appears at a location previously 
occupied by a target event on the prime trial.
Target-response Repeat (TRR): A probe target stimulus that appears at a new (unused) 
location, but requires the use of the former prime target response.
Control (CO): A probe target stimulus that appears at a previously unoccupied prime 
location.
Many-to-one (M:l): When two locations are assigned to the same button-press response. 
One-to-one (1:1): When one location is assigned to one button-press response.




People generally exhibit slower reaction times (RT) when responding to a target 
stimulus that arises at a location previously occupied by a distractor event (ignored- 
repetition [IR] trial) than when it appears at a recently unused location (control [CO]) 
[e.g., Neill, Terry, & Valdes, 1994; Buckolz, Boulougouris, & Khan, 2002]. This RT(IR) 
> RT(CO) inequality is the common index of the spatial negative priming (SNP) effect 
(Buckolz et al., 2002; Tipper, Brehaut, & Driver, 1990). While several alternative 
theories have been offered to explain the SNP effect (e.g., Park &Kanwisher, 1994; Neill, 
2007), the inhibition-based model proffered by Tipper and colleagues (e.g., Houghton & 
Tipper, 1994; Tipper, 1985; Tipper, 2001; Tipper, & Cranston, 1985), although originally 
devised based upon the identity variant of the NP effect (INP) (e.g., Tipper, 1985) 
seemingly provides the best account of the SNP data. Hence, an inhibition-based account 
of the SNP effect, as envisioned by Fitzgeorge, Buckolz, & Khan (2011), is relied upon 
here. Notably, this account, and the current procedures, deal exclusively with the 
production of SNP effects when distractor events have been delivered centrally, thereby 
falling within the foveal area of the retina.
According to these authors, when a to-be-ignored distractor event is first 
presented (i.e., on the prime trial), it is nonetheless processed to the point of activating its 
related response (Eriksen, Coles, Morris, & O’Hara, 1985; Valle-Inclan& Redondo,
1998), which must then undergo inhibition to prevent its unwanted execution. This act of 
response inhibition then causes the prime-trial distractor response to take on an execution 
resistance (ER) property, which opposes its future (probe trial) production, and which 
takes time to override. Prime-trial distractor processing is deemed to be automatic, given
that it is processed in spite of instructions to the contrary, and because non masked and 
masked distracator events produce highly comparable ‘inhibitory after-effects’ at the 
prime distractor location in SNP tasks (Fitzgeorge et al., 2011). The assumption here is 
that the processing giving rise to the SNP effect is similar whether the prime distractor 
event is visible (non masked) or not (masked). In any event, the outcomes of the prime 
distractor processing are stored, and are retrieved on the probe trial when related 
processing is needed. Thus, on ignored-repetition trials, where the prime distractor 
response is activated by the probe target location and must now be executed, its execution 
resistance (ER) feature is retrieved, and its production accordingly delayed due to 
override time. Hence, the SNP results because the control trial lacks this requirement.
It is evident that the SNP locus proposed by Fitzgeorge et al. (2011) is solely 
response based. It ignores the logical view that it is the salient target feature that defines 
what about distractor events is inhibited discounting the assumption that distractor- 
occupied locations are themselves inhibited, and hence are the cause of the SNP effect 
(e.g., Connelly & Hasher, 1993; Neill et al., 1994). This position was initially motivated 
by the work of Guy, Buckolz, and Khan (2006).
Their SNP procedure included many:l (M:l) location-to-response mappings; 
specifically, paired locations were assigned to the same output. In addition to the regular 
control and ignored-repetition trials, the M: 1 maneuver produced a third trial type, 
whereby the probe target appeared at a new (unused) location, but, nonetheless, required 
the use of the former prime distractor response (i.e., distractor response repeat [DRR] 
trials). Accordingly, Guy et al. were able to estimate the impact of re-using the prime 
distractor location (i.e., possible location inhibition) [i.e., RT(IR) vs. RT(DRR]), and the
impact of utilizing the prime distractor response (RT[DRR] vs. RT [CO]), separately, on 
the production of the SNP effect. They found RT (DRR) >RT(IR) > RT(CO). The first 
latency inequality showed no evidence that the prime-trial distractor location had been 
inhibited; in fact, it appeared that the re-use of a location has a positive RT effect, even if 
the first location occupant was a distractor. Alternately, the RT(DRR) > RT(CO) finding 
showed that using the prime distractor response alone, without its prime-trial location, 
was sufficient to produce an inhibitory after-effect, one of a magnitude that indicates that 
response inhibition alone produced the SNP effect. More recently, using a different 
procedure, Buckolz, Fitzgeorge, and Knowles (2011; also see Knowles, 2009) also 
concluded that centrally delivered distractor events do not generate inhibitory after­
effects. These authors used presented distractor events centrally in a 1-response task, 
leaving location inhibition as the only source of after-effect production. No after-effects 
were found, supporting the idea that distractor-occupied locations do not undergo 
inhibition. Since the SNP phenomenon dealt with by Fitzgeorge et al. (2011) utilized 
central locations, it seems that response inhibition, but not location inhibition, causes 
SNP as their explanation reflects.
Disengaging the Spatial Negative Priming (SNP) Effect
The ability to disengage or disrupt the processing that gives rise to the SNP is of 
interest for a least two reasons (Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2008). One is that it could provide 
further insight into understanding the processes that produce the SNP effect. Two, the 
SNP processes were seemingly designed to function in an environment where the 
relevancy status (i.e., relevant vs. irrelevant) of events/responses remains constant over 
time. In this instance, the ER feature of recently inhibited (distractor) responses would
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protect against this response being as competitive with a target stimulus in the future, 
decreasing the likelihood of its incorrect use. However, when relevancy status is reversed 
(distractor-to-target), the protective function becomes detrimental, interfering with target 
response production, exemplified on ignored-repetition trials. Accordingly, this design 
flaw would be offset somewhat if individuals were able to prevent SNP processing from 
having a future influence, when they were motivated to do so.
Two experimental manipulations have resulted in the removal of the SNP effect, 
and so demonstrate an ability to disengage the SNP processes. Incidentally, for reasons 
which are not yet clear, SNP disengagement only occurs when salient motor response is 
generated on the prime (Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2008; Guy et al., 2004). One is the likely 
(75%) or certain absence of a probe-trial distractor event (Buckolz, Boulougouris, & 
Khan, 2002; Fitzgeorge&Buckolz,2008; Guy, Buckolz, & Pratt, 2004; Tipper et al.,
1990), the other is the valid cueing of the probe response on ignored-repetition trials 
(Fitzgeorge&Buckolz,2008; Guy &Buckolz, 2007). In the latter instance, the individual is 
informed that the prime distractor response will likely be needed on the forthcoming 
probe trial. Presumably, this motivates successful efforts to prevent the interference 
otherwise caused by the ER property of cued (former distractor) output.
So, while we know that individuals are able to prevent SNP processing from 
affecting future processing, little is known as to how this prevention is accomplished.
One possibility suggested by Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008), based upon a serendipitous 
result, is that SNP removal results because the retrieval of the prime-trial distractor 
information is blocked, so that it does not participate in probe-trial processing. In their 
study, probe distractor probability and probe response cueing were both used to induce
SNP elimination. As before, the certain or likely absence of a probe distractor, and the 
valid cueing of the probe response on ignored-repetition trials, successfully resulted in 
the elimination of the SNP effect; however, what was new was that this removal was 
observed when the probe-trial was distractor-free, but not when a probe distractor was 
actually present. The latter finding showed that the prime-trial distractor processing 
necessary for SNP production was actually present in memory, even when the SNP effect 
failed to materialize with distractor-absent probes. Fitzgeorge and Buckolz explained this 
result in the following way.
Under normal (non-disengagement) conditions, prime distractor processing 
responsible for SNP production is retrieved via two avenues; one, a location-based route 
(Schematic 1A [1]), stimulated when the probe target appears at a former distractor- 
occupied location, the other a (distractor) object-based route (Schematic 1A [3]), initiated 
by the probe distractor event. With regard to the location-based route, the idea is that 
when a location is occupied (by a probe target in this case), it initiates a retrieval of recent 
processing that has occurred there. In the case of a prime-trial distractor location, the 
probe target would retrieve the inhibitory processing that went on there, including 
response inhibition of the location’s related response. For the object-based route, the view 
is because the prime and probe distractor objects were the same, the latter would initiate 
the retrieval of its processing past. Actually, Fitzgeorge (2009) has confirmed the 
existence of a distractor, object-based retrieval avenue in SNP tasks (i.e., a probe 
distractor re-instated an SNP effect), adding, however, that for retrieval to occur, the 
distractor objects had to be an identical match for the prime and probe trials. In any event, 
under normal conditions, these two retrieval routes are redundant. However, when SNP
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disengagement is motivated, the location-based route is blocked, causing the elimination 
of the SNP effect on with distractor-free probe trials. However, when the probe trial 
contains a distractor, the object-based route retrieves the stored prime distractor 
information, thereby restoring the SNP effect in spite of the blocked location-based
avenue.
7
Schematic 1. Diagram 2 A: An illustration of the possible pathways used to retrieve prime 
distractor information: [1] location-based, [2] response-based, [3] (distractor) object- 
based. Diagram 2B: An illustration of the mechanisms behind the many-to-one (M:l) 
paradigm and the response mappings for this study. Note, d = distractor, t = target, A = 
activation, I = inhibition, ER = execution resistance, DRP = distractor response 
processing, DRR = distractor-response retrieval, IR = ignored-repetition.
Distractor Processing Retrieval
B Many: 1 Mappings
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There is, however, a third possible route for retrieving prime distractor data.
When the probe target appears at a former distractor location on an ignored-repetition 
trial, it activates that location’s assigned response. In turn, this activation stimulates the 
retrieval of this response’s recent inhibitory processing, and so provides the ingredients 
needed for SNP production (Schematic 1A [2]). This possibility is supported by the 
RT(DRR) > RT(CO) finding of Guy et al. (2006) discussed earlier, where the 
performance differences for these two trial types is attributable to response processing. 
With a DRR trial, the probe target appears at a new location while requiring the execution 
of the former (inhibited) distractor response. Among other things, the RT(DRR) > 
RT(CO) inequality reveals the inhibitory history of the former prime distractor response, 
and that it had to have been retrieved to exert in order to delay probe-trial target 
processing as it did. Since the probe target for the DRR trial did not appear at the former 
distractor location, the retrieval of prime-trial distractor processing information could not 
have been achieved via the location-based route, leaving a response-based avenue as the 
likely means of retrieval. Importantly, if the SNP effect is solely caused by response 
inhibition (Fitzgeorge et al., 2011), it is possible that SNP elimination is achieved by 
blocking a response-based retrieval route. We tested this option here.
To do this, weincluded M:1 location-to-response trials in our SNP task. In this way, we 
could test for the RT(DRR) > RT(CO) inequality, held to index the presence of 
distractor-response inhibition on the prime trial (Guy et al., 2006) [to reiterate, the only 
difference between these two trial types was that one involved the former distractor 
response (DRR), the other did not]. Hopeful of obtaining inequality, we also cued the 
probe-trial response on some occasions (75% valid). The intent was to motivate the
successful prevention inhibitory after-effects associated with the former distractor 
response, when it was cued. With the M: 1 location-to-response mapping, the cued 
response would apply to both ignored-repetition (IR) and DRR trials (Schematic IB [2a 
& 2b], respectively). If the removal of distractor-response inhibitory after-effects, and 
hence the SNP effect, is achieved by blocking a response-based retrieval route, we should 
see the lack of a latency delay for both DRR and IR trial types, when the former prime 
distractor response is validly cued on the probe trial. Alternately, if a location-based 
retrieval avenue does exist, it should remain unblocked, since locations are not 
specifically cued here with the M: 1 trials. Accordingly, we should see delays with IR but 
not with DRR trials, which lack a location-based access to prime distractor processing 
(i.e., in both cases, the response-based route would be blocked due to the cue 
information). Finally, with this procedure, if we replicate the RT(DRR) > RT(IR) finding 
of Guy et al. (2006), suggesting a positive rather than negative after-effect of distractor 
location reuse, we would further support the contention that distractor-occupied locations 
are not inhibited. Hence, they do not contribute to SNP production. Alternately, if 
location inhibition does actually occur, RT(IR) should exceed that of RT(DRR), if its 
delaying effect is additive to that caused by response inhibition. An RT(DRR) = RT(IR) 
finding would, however, be equivocal. It could reflect the absence of location inhibition, 






Twenty-two undergraduate students (12 male, 10 female) were recruited from an 
undergraduate class at the University of Western Ontario. Ages of the participants ranged 
from 19-21 years and each participant had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (self- 
reported). Excessive errors (> 10% overall) that deficient vision might cause resulted in the 
subject being removed from the study so it is unlikely impoverished vision was a factor.
Apparatus
The input display was presented in a dimly lit room on a 47.3 cm computer screen, 
situated on a tabletop located 73.5 cm above the floor and 196cm directly in front of the 
participating student. The display (see Schematic 2) consisted of a fixation cross that 
appeared in the centre of the screen, accompanied on each side by two horizontally arranged 
bar markers that specified the possible locations for the target (T) and the to-be-ignored 
distractor (D) stimuli. From left to right, these locations were denoted L1-L4. The fixation 
cross and each bar marker, both white and appearing against a black background, measured 
0.9 cm in width and were separated from each other by a distance of 0.8 cm. The target and 
distractor rectangles were the same size, 0.9 cm wide and 1.9 cm high, but differed in colour, 
the target being green and the distractor being red. The horizontal distance of the display 





Schematic 2. An illustrative sequence of events for a three-response (3-R) task with a 
target with distractor prime (T+D) and target-only (T-only) or target with distractor 
(T+D) probe trials. The solid white squares represent a to-be responded to target event, 
while the black squares represent a to-be-ignored distractor event.
In order to respond to the appearance of a target stimulus in locations LI or L2, 
the participant sat with their forearms comfortably placed on a desktop with the third 
digit and index finger of their left hand resting on keyboard buttons “D” and “V” 
respectively. To respond to a target stimulus in locations L3 and L4, participants rested 
the index finger of their right hand on the keyboard button “M”. Responses were 
achieved through a finger flexion that depressed the appropriate keyboard button.
Also appearing on the computer screen, below the bar markers, was a schematic 
or stick figure (overhead view) of a participant. The lines representing forearms ended in 
V’s, representing the third digit and index finger on both hands. These “digits” extended 
within 1 cm of the bar markers to which they were respectively assigned. The stick figure 
was included to ensure that each participant could make a clear distinction of the bar 
markers to which they were looking.
Procedure
Four within-subject factors were manipulated: Probe Trial Configuration (T+D or 
target-only), Cue Type (valid, invalid, or uninformative), Location-to-response Mapping 
(Many :1 [M:l] vs. One-to-one [1:1], see Schematic 1 throughout this section) and Trial 
Type (IR: ignored-repetition, TR: target-repeat, DRR: distractor-response repeat, CO: 
control, TRR: target-response repeat). Trials were presented in pairs, first the ‘prime’ trial 
and then the ‘probe’ trial. All trial pairs began with a warning tone (100 ms) and 
preceded the configuration display, which remained on the screen for the entire trial 
sequence.The prime trial, which appeared 200 ms after the onset of the 
configuration,always contained both a target and adistractorevent that remained on the
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screen for 157 ms. After a response to the prime target, one of the 4 possible cues (1, 2, 3, 
?), lasting 400 ms, replaced the central fixation cross and either informed the participants 
of the response that would likely be needed (75% valid; cues 1, 2, and 3) on the probe 
trial, or was uninformative (? symbol, all responses were equi-probable). The probe trial 
was delivered 200 ms after cue cessation, consisting of a target + distractor or a target 
alone. Once a probe target response was performed, the computer screen went blank, 
indicating the end of a trial pair, and concurrently beginning a 1500 ms inter-trial interval 
that ended with the onset of the warning tone and the beginning of a new trial pair.
Participants placed their left-hand middle and index fingers on the ‘D’ and ‘V’ 
keyboard buttons, respectively, and their right-hand index finger on button ‘M’. ‘D’ and 
‘V’ buttons were assigned to Locations 1 and 2, respectively (1:1 mappings), while the 
‘M’ button was related to Locations 3 and 4 (M:l mapping). Participants denoted the 
location of the target stimulus by pressing that location’s assigned keyboard button.
Each subject completed 2448 trial pairs (i.e., 4896 total trials), which were 
completed in five, 30-35 minute sessions. The Trial Types that were subjected to 
analyses, along with their respective numbers, are presented in Appendix B(Tables B1 
and B2 for the 1:1 and the M: 1 mappings respectively).Notably, the probe trials 
containing a target plus a distractor had no suitable control trial and so these trials were 
not analyzed (See appendix A for mean values).
Participants were then given 10-20 practice trials to ensure they understood what 
was expected of them.
Participants were, of course, informed of the task demands (i.e., target and 
distractor events, location-to-response mappings, trial sequence as outline in Schematic 2, 
etc.), with particular emphasis given to the following information/instructions: (1) trials 
would be delivered in pairs, (2) you are to respond as quickly as possible to the location 
of the target stimulus while taking care to avoid errors, and while ignoring a distractor 
event should one be present, (3) upon hearing the tone that signifies the beginning of a 
trial sequence, you should direct your gaze and attention to the central fixation cross until 
events appear, (4) the number cue (1, 2, or 3) that will replace the fixation cross once you 
correctly respond to the first target is helpful to you responding quickly and accurately 
because it predicts the likely response that will be needed when the next target appears 
with 75% validity, (5) following a response to the second target presentation, the screen 
will go blank for about a second and a half at which time the tone will again sound to 
delineate the beginning of the next trial pair, and, (6) you will automatically be offered a 
break after completing 50 trial pairs. You can then resume testing by pressing the 
spacebar.
This break between trials was offered so participants could readjust posture and to
15





Valid vs. Uninformative Trials
Two ANOVAs were calculated, with Trial-type (ignored-repetition 
[IR],distractor-response [DR], control [CO]) and Cue Type (valid, uninformative) serving 
as the main within-subject factors, one using mean subject reaction times, the other 
button-press error rates. The cell means for these analyses are found in Table 1.
With respect to the latency data, both Cue Type, F{ 1, 21) = 12.47,/K 0.01, MSE = 
2087, and Trial Type, F(2, 42) = 4.26, p< 0.05, MSE = 897, produced significant main 
effects; overall, reactions times were shorter for validly cued (389 ms.) than for 
uninformative (417 ms.) responses, and for control (394 ms.) versus ignored-repetition 
(404 ms) and distractor-response repeat trials (412) ms, the latter also differing reliably 
from one another. These two main effects were qualified, however, by a significant 
interaction, F(2, 42) = 6.05, p< 0.01, MSE = 810. The cell means for this interaction are 
plotted in Figure 1. Related simple main effects and follow-up Newman-Keuls tests 
revealed that all pairwise comparisons contrasting the levels of the Trial Type factor 
differed reliably for the uninformative. In contrast, none of these contrasts reached 
significance when the probe response was validly cued.
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Table 1
Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) for the Many:! Location-to-Response Mapping 
Trials as a Function o f Ignored-Repetition (IR), Control (CO), and Distractor-Response 
Repeat(DRR) Trial Types and Probe-trial Cue Type (Valid, Invalid, and 





Ignored Repetition (IR) 391 (10.0) 426 (9.2) 417(10.1)
[12.5] [18.3] [15.0]
Control (CO) 390(11.4) 413 (7.6) 397 (7.1)
[7.9] [16.3] [6.3]
Distractor-response 387 (9.5) 426 (7.4) 437(10.5)
Repeat (DRR) [10.0] [16.0] [12.5]
After Effect (IR-CO) 1 13 13*
After Effect (DRR-IR) 4 0 20*
After Effect (DRR-CO) -3 13 40*
Note. M:l: refers to when two locations are assigned to the same button-press response.( ) 
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Figure 1. Mean reaction times (ms) for the target-only probe trials as a function of Trial 
Type (IR, CO, and DRR) and response Cue Type (Valid, Uninformative) for the M:1 
Location-to-response Mapping Trials.
The ANOVA for the button-press error rates produced a significant Trial Type 
main effect,F(2, 42) = 4.5,p< 0.02,MSE = 105.84, indicative of the fact that individuals 
committed more errors on ignored-repetition than on control trials (e.g., 
Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2008). According to Fitzgeorge et al. (2011), this finding reflects, 
and so points to the existence of, execution resistance (ER), a feature of recently inhibited 
responses. On ignored-repetition trials, which require the use of the (inhibited) prime 
distractor response, ER opposes the influence of the probe target on response selection. 
When ER (infrequently) wins this conflict, a response other than the one required by the 
probe target is used, generating a button-press, response production error. Because ER 
conflicts are absent on control trials, button-press error rates have the potential to be 
greater on ignored-repetition trials. Since this result, when it occurs, reflects the operation 
of ER, it can be used as another means of detecting the presence of an SNP effect.
The inhibitory after-effect results produced by the uninformative trials here are 
similar to those reported by Guy, Buckolz, and Khan (2006). A significant traditional 
SNP effect was evident (RT[IR: ignored-repetition] > RT[CO: control] = 20 ms); 
however, more germane to our current interests, there was a significant RT(DRR: 
distractor response repeat) > RT(CO) inequality (40 ms). All other things being equal, 
individuals reacted significantly more slowly when they utilized a prime distractor 
response as opposed when they employed a control response on the probe trial. This 
finding indicates that the prime distractor response was inhibited, was subsequently 
retrieved during probe trial processing, and was then responsible for the inhibitory after­
effect evident on the DRR trials. Again, we see evidence of a response-based retrieval 
route for accessing stored prime distractor processing, since DRR trials lack a location-
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based avenue. We were then able to examine the effect of response cueing on this 
retrieval route and so on inhibitory after-effect production.
When the prime distractor response happened to be validly cued on a M:1 probe 
trial, inhibitory after-effects were eliminated for both of the DRR and IR (SNP) trial 
types, which shared the cued response [Fig. 1]. This result not only supports the existence 
of a response-based retrieval route (Schematic 1 [2]), it shows that it is this avenue which 
is blocked as a means of preventing inhibitory after-effects in location tasks, including 
the SNP effect. Evidence in support of a location-based retrieval avenue, in the form of a 
significant SNP effect for validly cued trials, did not materialize.
On a different note, it follows from the RT(DRR) > RT(CO) finding, both here 
and in the past (Fitzgeorge et al., 2011; Guy et al., 2006; Lok, 2011), indicates that 
because the former prime distractor response is required on ignored-repetition trials, 
response inhibition contributes to the production of the traditional SNP effect. In fact, 
along with some prior findings (e.g., Buckolz et al., 2011; Klein et ah, 2005; 
Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2009), the current RT(DRR) > RT(IR) result indicates that 
distractor-occupied locations are not inhibited in a way that contributes to the SNP effect 
production. Again, it follows that the SNP effect would then be exclusively caused by 
response inhibition, in line with the SNP model of Fitzgeorge et al. (2011).
Invalidly Cued Trials
Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008) have reported that the SNP effect
disappeared following an incorrectly cued probe response while using 1:1 location-to- 
response mappings. This result is of some interest here for two reasons; one, it revealed
20
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an another context in which the execution resistance (ER) feature of a recently inhibited 
response could be disrupted (disengagement-like), and, two, discovering the reason for 
this result would be informative since its occurrence is unexpected on the basis of our 
current understanding of how the prevention mechanism operates in location-based tasks.
To test the persistence of this Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008) finding, we 
performed a one-way ANOVA using within-subject mean probe-trial reaction times when 
the probe response cue proved to be invalid. IR, DRR, and CO trials served as levels of 
the Trial Type main factor. The F-value was non-significant, F(2, 42)= 1.18,/)= 0.31, 
MSE= 873. While the inhibitory after-effects remained large for IR and DRR trials (13 
ms.), they were reduced in size and were technically absent following an invalid response 
cue (Table 1), in line with the results of Fitzgeorge and Buckolz.
With this replication, some speculation is warranted as to why inhibitory after­
effects are muted following an invalid response cue. At the outset, we can discount the 
possibility that this occurs because prime distractor information is not available on the 
probe trial due to a blocking of the response-based retrieval, since Fitzgeorge and 
Buckolz found the SNP effect to be absent on invalidly cued trials also when the probe 
trial contained a distractor object. The latter would have provided prime-trial distractor 
processing information (object-based retrieval route), and so an SNP effect should have 
been observed had its absence be due to blocked, response-based retrieval.
Alternately, the response cue provides advance knowledge and induces 
preparatory adjustments, which singly, or together, may explain the absence of an SNP 
effect when the probe response is invalidly cued. The knowledge component indicates
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that the just-inhibited response is less likely to be needed on the forthcoming probe trial. 
Hence, the delaying effect of execution resistance (ER) is less likely to be experienced 
(i.e., an ignored-repetition trial) while, concurrently, its positive benefit, that of guarding 
against incorrect response use, could still be useful. So, the cue-provided knowledge 
would not likely motivate and cause inhibitory after-effect removal following invalid 
cueing of probe response.
In contrast, the response cue induces the selective activation of the designated 
response (i.e., witness the shorter latencies for valid response cues, Table 1), which has 
two possible consequences. One is that selective response activation reflexively results in 
the inhibition of its competitors (Schlaghecken, Rowley, Sembi, Simmons, & Whitcomb, 
2007). Conceivably, this could add execution resistance (ER) to all uncued responses, 
rendering their latencies more comparable in size. Possibly, the prime distractor 
response’s ER is somewhat greater than that of other uncued responses, and hence the 
fact ignored-repetition RT is still numerically larger than control RT.
Two, incorrect selective response preparation must be inhibited before the correct 
response can be produced (e.g., Hinrichs,1970). This time-consuming operation may also 
have the effect of equalizing the RTs of the remaining uncued responses, whether they 
have been previously inhibited or not. If the foregoing supposition is correct, these 
selective preparation consequences, operating alone or together, would function to 
diminish inhibitory after-effects following invalidly cued trials, possibly leading to their 




Valid vs. Uninformative Trials
Two ANOVAs, with Trial-type (ignored-repetition [IR], control [CO]) and Cue 
Type (valid, uninformative) serving as within-subject factors, were calculated using mean 
with-subject reaction times for one, and button-press error rates for the other. The cell 
means for these ANOVAs are found in Table 2.
Looking first at the latency data, both Cue Type, F( 1, 21) = 21.46,p< 0.01, MSE = 
1133, and trial type, F(l, 21) = 13.78,p< 0.01, MSE = 138, produced significant main 
effects, which were qualified by their significant interaction, F(l, 21) = 4.93, MSE = 69 
(Fig 2). Related Newman-Keuls tests revealed that the RT for the ignored-repetition [IR] 
trials significantly exceeded that for control trials (i.e., an SNP effect) for the 
uninformative cues (13 ms.), but not for the validly cued (5 ms.), trials. Again, validly 
cueing the former prime distractor response for probe-trial use is a successful means for 
eliminating the SNP phenomenon (Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2008).
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Table 2
Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) for Ignored Repetition (IR), and Control (CO) 
trials as a Function o f Probe-trial Cue Type (Valid, Invalid, and Uninformative) for the 








Control (CO) 384 (9.9) 423 (7.2) 413 (8.1)
[9.7] [9.3] [11.6]
After Effect (IR-CO) 5 9 * 13*
Note. 1:1; refers to each location having its own unique response. ( )  = standard error 
(ms); [ ] = button press error (%).
*p < 0.05
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Figure 2. Mean probe reaction times (ms) as a function of Trial Type (IR and CO) and 
Cue Type (Valid, Uninformative) for the 1:1 location-to-response mappings.
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With respect to button-press error rates (Table 2), no significant F-values were 
produced by the ANOVA calculations. The comparable overall error rates for the 
ignored-repetition (10.3%) and control (10.6%) trials has been reported before (e.g., 
Fitzgeorge et al., 2011), and presumably reflects the fact that the ER feature of the prime 
distractor response did not cause individuals to disregard the response dictates of the 
probe-trial target to any great extent. Overall, the 1:1 trial data obtained here is 
comparable to that produced with typical SNP procedures (Buckolz et al., 2008; 
Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2008), indicating that combining 1:1 and M:1 trial types does not 
seem to alter processing related to the former.
Invalidly Cued Trials
A one-way ANOVA, with Trial-type as the main factor (ignored-repetition [IR], 
control [CO]) for invalidly cued trials, using within-subject mean RTs. The F-value 
proved to be significant, F(l, 21)= 4.56,p< 0.05, MSE= 221, showing a preservation of 
inhibitory after-effects (9 ms.) following invalidly cued probe response trials. This 
represents a small reduction in the size of the SNP effect obtained with uninformative 
cued trials; however, it would seem that the consequences of invalid response cueing, 
highlighted earlier, were not sufficient in this instance to remove the SNP phenomenon. 
Nonetheless, the finding here is inconsistent with that of Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008) 
who used 1:1 location-to-response mapping, and with our earlier M:1 data (Table 1). This 




Valid vs. Uninformative Trials
Two ANOVAs with Trial-type (target repeat [TR], control [CO], and target- 
response repeat [TRR]) and Cue Type (valid, uninformative) serving as the main factors 
were calculated, one using mean within-subject reaction times, the other button-press 
error rates The means for these analyses are found in Table 3.
With regard to the latency data, Cue Type produced the only significant effect,
F( 1, 21) = 5.59,p< 0.05,MSE = 1059 (Table 3), while Trial type, F(2, 42) = 0.14, MSE = 
607, was found non-significant. In this case, the main effects were not backed by a 
significant interaction F(2,42) = 0.58, MSE = 555. The cell means for this analysis are 
contained in Table 5. Follow-up Newman-Keuls tests revealed that neither target-repeat 
or target-response repeat were faster than control trials.
Similarly, no significant positive after-effect was found for Cue Type when trials 
were invalidly cued. However, Cue Type produced a significant main effect, F(l, 21) = 
7.86, p< 0.02, MSE = 601 (Table 3) indicating the response cue was used to predict the 
probe response.
No significant F-values were produced by the ANOVA for button-press error rates.
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Table 3
Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) for Target-Repeat (TR), Control (CO), and 
Target Response-Repeat (TRR) trials as a Function o f Probe-trial Cue (Valid, Invalid, 






381 (8.4) 408 (7.3) 400(10.3)
Target Repetition (TR) [4.6] [6.3] [7.5]
Control (CO) 390 (11.4) 413 (7.6) 397 (7.1)
[7.9] [16.3] [6.3]
Target Response- 385 (9.5) 411 (7.6) 399 (8.4)
Repeat (TRR) [3.6] [5.6] [1.8]
After Effect (TR-CO) -9 -5 3
After Effect (TRR-CO) -5 -2 2
Note. M: 1; refers to when two locations are assigned to the same button-press response.( )  
= standard error (ms); [ ] = button press error (%).
P > 0.05
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Cue Type produced the only significant effect, indicative of the fact that reaction 
time was reliably faster when the probe response was validly cued (385 ms) than when 
the cue was uninformative (399 ms). This indicates that participants understood the value 
of the informative cues and prepared on that basis. It was unexpected to see that repeating 
the prime-trial location and response (TR trial), or just the prime response (TRR), 
produced no reaction time facilitation for the uninformative cue trials (Table 3) [Buckolz 
et al., 2008; Fitzgeorge et al., 2011; Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2008; Guy et al., 2006]. 
Consequently, there was no opportunity to see whether validly cueing the probe response 
would reduce or eliminate repetition effects.
Invalid Cue Trials
Similarly, no significant positive after-effect was found for Trial Type when trials 
were invalidly cued. However, Cue Type produced a significant main effect, F (1,21) = 
7.86, MSE = 601, providing further evidence the response cue was used to predict the 
probe response.
1:1 Location-to-response Mapping
Valid vs. Uninformative Cued Trials
Once again, an ANOVA with Trial-type (target repeat [TR],control [CO]) and 
Cue Type (valid, uninformative) serving as within-subject factors was calculated. Only 
Cue Type produced a significant effect,F(l, 21) = 20.09,p< 0.01,MSE = 718, with validly 
cued trials yielding reliably shorter reaction times than uninformative trials (383 ms. vs. 
408 ms.). The unexpected failed Trial type main effect, F(l, 21) = 1.69, p = 0.21, MSE =
30
385, and interaction, F(l, 21) = 1.36,/? = 0.56, MSE = 222, mean that the RT facilitation 
usually produced by uninformative, target-repeat trials was not obtained here (Table 4) 
[Baylis, Tipper,& Houghton, 1997; Buckolz et al.,2008; Fitzgeorge et al., 2011; 
Fitzgeorge&Buckolz,2008; Guy et al.,2004,2006,2007; Neill, Terry,& Valdes,1994; but 
see Milliken et al.,2000]. We have no explanation for this null effect.
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Table 4
Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) for Target-Repeat (TR), and Control (CO) trials 
as a Function o f Probe-trial Cue Type (Valid, Invalid, and Uninformative) for the 1:1 





382 (9.0) 415 (7.3) 404 (6.5)
Target-Repeat (TR) [12.2] [18.3] [14.6]
Control (CO) 384 (9.9) 423 (7.2) 413 (8.1)
[9.7] [9.3] [11.6]
After Effect (TR- -2 -8 -9
CO)
Note. 1:1 ;refers to each location has its own unique response. ( ) = standard error (ms); [ ] 




An ANOVA with Trial-Type (target repeat [TR],Control [CO]) and Cue Type 
(invalid, uninformative) serving as within-subject factors was calculated using mean 
subject reaction times. The cell means for this analysis are contained in Table 4.Cue Type 
produced the only reached significant effect, F(l, 21) = 8.81,p<0.0\,MSE = 272.
While Trial Type did not reach significance, the numerical size (See Table 4) 
indicated a facilitative effect equal to that of the uninformative trials. Theoretically, an 
invalidly cued probe response must be overcome before a correct response can be made. 
Doing so takes time, thus slowing down reactions to the probe target. This, however, may 
in fact not be the case. From this, it is possible the repetition effect is able to overcome 
the potential negative effect of an invalid cue.
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General Discussion
In location-based tasks, the processing of target stimuli appearing at formerly 
distractor-occupied locations (i.e., ignored-repetition trials) is delayed relative to when 
they arise at new, unused locations (control). Borrowing from fundamentals expressed by 
Houghton and Tipper (1994) and Tipper (2001), Fitzgeorge et al. (2011) offered an 
inhibition-based explanation for this spatial negative priming (SNP) effect. They claimed 
that a to-be-ignored distractor objects were nonetheless processed automatically, to the 
point of retrieving/activating their related responses, with these unintended activations 
subsequently undergoing inhibition to prevent their unwanted executions. As a result of 
being inhibited, distractor responses then become execution resistant [ER], This (prime- 
trial) distractor processing, which includes the distracter object itself (Fitzgeorge, 2009, 
Ch. 4), is stored and is later retrieved (probe trial) at the time of target delivery, to 
participate in related processing. So, when the former prime distractor response is needed 
on a future probe trial (e.g., ignored-repetition [IR], or distractor-response repeat [DRR] 
trials), its ER feature delays responding (i.e., due to override time), causing inhibitory 
after-effects like the SNP and RT(DRR) > RT(CO) phenomena. Additionally, it is 
responsible for free choice behavior that sees individuals showing a bias against selecting 
recent distractor responses that compete control responses (Fitzgeorge et al., Lok, 2011).
Among the questions that still require attention with respect to inhibitory after­
effects in location-based tasks are, how is the stored representation of prior response 
inhibition processing retrieved, and, what means is used to prevent the manifestation of 
unwanted ER-induced inhibitory after-effects? Related to these queries, Fitzgeorge and 
Buckolz (2008) unexpectedly learned that prime-trial inhibition processing could be
retrieved via the presentation of a probe distractor object that fully matched that of the 
prime trial (Fitzgeorge, 2009) [Schematic 1 A, object-based route]. At the same time, it 
was clear that a stored representation of prime distractor processing, needed to produce 
an SNP effect, was actually present at the time that the SNP effect failed to materialize 
(i.e., distractor-free probe trial), indicating that this absence was achieved through a 
retrieval block. In this regard, Fitzgeorge and Buckolz posited the existence of a location- 
based retrieval route, initiated when the probe target occupied the prime distractor 
position, and which is blocked when subjects are motivated to prevent inhibitory after­
effects. This accounted for their finding an SNP effect being absent for distractor-free 
probe trials, but restored when a distractor unpredictably accompanied the probe target 
(i.e., object-based retrievalroute).
In this study, we proposed, and tested for, the existence of a third possible 
retrieval route, one that was response-based and which is blocked to prevent inhibitory 
after-effects (Schematic 1; A, B). This possibility was suggested by the fact that 
presenting a probe target at a new location, which nonetheless required the former prime 
distractor response (i.e., distractor-response repeat [DRR] trial; M:1 location-to-response 
mapping), significantly lengthened reaction time beyond that of a control trial.
Seemingly, the ER feature of the prime distractor response caused this RT delay, and so 
had to have been retrieved in spite of the fact that this was not possible via the location- 
based route. This leaves the possibility that the activation of a target locations’ assigned 




In this study, RT(DRR) was significantly greater than RT(CO) with 
uninformative cue trials, indicating that the prime distractor response had been inhibited, 
and that this information was retrieved when the probe target was delivered. However, 
when the response of a DRR trial happened to be validly cued for probe-trial use, it 
produced no inhibitory after-effect (i.e., RT[DRR] = RT[CO]), supporting the idea that 
this absence was achieved by blocking the response-based retrieval route. Interestingly, 
with this same cueing, an inhibitory after-effect was also removed when probe target 
occurred at the prime distractor position (i.e., ignored-repetition [IR] trial). This finding 
indicates either that there is no location-based retrieval route, which would theoretically 
be activated by the target’s position on an IR trial, or that the response cue also lead to 
the blocking of the location-based retrieval route.
Presently, it is an open question as to whether the same method of SNP 
prevention is used, irrespective of how SNP elimination is motivated. In this study, the 
SNP removal was motivated by validly cueing the former prime distractor response, and 
the method of SNP prevention seemed to at least include the blocking of the response- 
based retrieval route that would normally have been activated via the cued response. We 
know that we can motivate SNP effect prevention in another way. For example, when 
certain provisos are met (Guy, Buckolz, &Fitzgeorge, 2007), the certain or likely (75%) 
absence of a distractor event on the probe trial is associated with SNP removal when the 
probe trial is actually distractor free (e.g., Buckolz, Boulougouris, & Khan, 2000; Guy, 
Buckolz, & Pratt, 2004; Fitzgeorge&Buckolz, 2008). This SNP prevention is not 
achieved by blocking the (distractor) object-based retrieval route because the SNP effect 
is restored when an unlikely probe distractor actually shows up on the probe trial
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(Fitzgeorge&Buckolz; Fitzgeorge, 2009). Hence, the motivation means and the 
prevention method do not seem to match.
It is difficult to know which of the two possible remaining retrieval routes, 
location-based or response-based or both, is blocked to produce SNP prevention resulting 
from a probe distractor design manipulation. In the work cited above, 1:1 location-to- 
response mappings were employed. So, if both of these retrieval routes exist, both would 
have to be blocked to prevent SNP, since both would be active on ignored-repetition 
trials.
Finally, speculation as to what retrieval mechanism is blocked because of a probe 
distractor manipulation is not helped by the fact that it is unclear why the certain or likely 
absence of a probe distractor event motivates SNP removal. The answer to this 
uncertainty must lie with what the intended function the processing underlying the SNP 
effect is. One possibility is that it protects against the use of the former distractor 
response on the probe trial (i.e., ER feature), presuming (irrationally) that it will remain 
in the distractor category. This would reduce probe-trial response competition and 
hopefully enhance accuracy in this regard. Accordingly, a blocking of the response-based 
retrieval route might be indicated as an SNP prevention means. It is not evident, however, 
why the lack of a probe distractor would remove the need for this protection, or, for that 
matter, why a distractor presence would preserve a protection need.
Several directions for future work have been identified. In our design, left hand 
dominant participants completed the M: 1 task with their non-dominant hand, whilethose 
who were right handed and completed it with their dominant hand. To determine whether
hand dominance plays a role in performance it may be necessary to compare between 
right hand and left hand performances.
Future work featuring a probe distractor may also be beneficial. A disengagement 
motivated design that matches and mismatches prime/probe distractors (as seen in 
Fitzgeorge, 2009) could provide further evidence that an object route exists, and that it 
plays a role in retrieving information from the prime.
On a more general note, SNP tasks that require distractor information to be 
inhibited may be useful in diagnosing cognitive disorders or degeneration. It would be of 
interest to test, as Lok, 2011 has done with an elderly group, special populations (e.g., 
young children, Parkinson’s patients, etc.) for inhibition deficits. If overall error rates in 
the special population surpassed those seen in the control group (e.g., young adults) we
37
would have inhibition decline evidence.
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Appendix A
Target plus distractor probe trial data
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Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) for Ignored Repetition (IR), and Target-Repeat 
(TR) trials as a Function o f Probe-trial Cue (Valid, Invalid, and Uninformative) for the 






397(10.8) 443 (8.7) 430 (8.2)
Target-repetition (TR) 402 (9.2) 438 (7.3) 418(6.7)
After Effect (TR-CO) 5 +5 +12
Note. 1:1 refers to when each location has its own response. ( )  = standard error (ms); [ ] 
= button press error (%).
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Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) for Ignored Repetition (IR), Target-Repeat (TR), 
Control (CO), and Distractor-response Repeat (DR) trials as a Function o f Probe-trial 
Cue (Valid, Invalid, and Uninformative) for the M:l Location-to-Response Mapping 






409 (9.7) 440 (9.0) 410(5.2)
Control d@d (CO d@d) N/A 398 (20.3) 412(9.5)
Control d@t (CO d@t) N/A 432 (9.5) 410(10.7)
Target Repetition (TR) 404 (9.0) 437(11.2) 414(9.1)
Distractor-response Repeat 
(DRR)
406 (9.9) 414(21.6) 427(10.3)
Note. M:1 refers to when two locations are assigned to the same button-press response.() 
= standard error (ms); [ ] = button press error (%). CO d@d = when the prime distractor 
response is also attached to the probe distractor, CO d@t = when the prime target 
reeponse is also attached to the probe distractor.
APPENDIX B
Delineation of prime-probe trial pairs for target-only probes
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Table B1
Number o f trials for the one-to-one (1:1) location-to-response mapping as a function o f 





Ignored-Repetition 54(1188) 22 (484) 24 (528)
(IR)
Target-Repeat (TR) 54(1188) 24 (528) 24 (528)
Control (CO) 90(1980) 30 (660) 32 (704)
Note. ( ) = total number of trials completed by all participants
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Table B2
Number o f trials for the many-to-one(M: 1) location-to-response mapping as a function o f 





Ignored-Repetition 24 (528) 6(132) 4(88)
(IR)
Target-Repeat (TR) 24 (528) 8 (176) 4(88)
Control (CO) 24 (528) 8 (176) 8(176)
Distractor-Response 24 (528) 10(220) 4(88)
Repeat (DRR)
Target-Response 24 (528) 8(176) 8(176)
Repeat (TRR)
Note. ( )  = total number of trials completed by all participants.
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